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Mixed-parity superconductivity in centrosymmetric crystals
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A weak-coupling formalism for superconducting states possessing both singlet~even parity! and triplet~odd
parity! components of the order parameter in centrosymmetric crystals is developed. It is shown that the
quasiparticle energy spectrum may be nondegenerate even if the triplet component is unitary. The supercon-
ducting gap of a mixed-parity state may have line nodes in the strong spin-orbit coupling limit. The pseudospin
carried by the superconducting electrons is calculated, from which follows a prediction of a kink anomaly in
the temperature dependence of muon spin relaxation rate. The anomaly occurs at the phase boundary between
the bare triplet and mixed-parity states. The stability of mixed-parity states is discussed within Ginzburg-
Landau theory. The results may have immediate application to the superconducting series Pr(Os12xRux)4Sb12.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Very recently, magnetic susceptibility and electrical res
tivity measurements on the filled skutterudite ser
Pr(Os12xRux)4Sb12 found that superconductivity exists i
the whole concentration range 0<x<1.1 While PrRu4Sb12 is
a conventional s-wave superconductor2 with Tc51 K,
PrOs4Sb12 is a heavy fermion material3 with Tc51.85 K.
There is experimental evidence that PrOs4Sb12 has two su-
perconducting~SC! phases3–5 and that the quasiparticle en
ergy spectrum has point nodes.5,6 These facts indicate tha
the SC order parameter is definitely unconventional. Ze
field muon-spin relaxation (mSR) measurements suggest th
the pairing in PrOs4Sb12 can be triplet~odd parity!.7 The
competition between the conventionals-wave and triplet-
order parameters may result in the appearance of a new
state in Pr(Os12xRux)4Sb12 which has both singlet and triple
components and therefore is a mixed-parity~MP! state.

So far, several systems in which MP SC states may oc
have been studied theoretically. Mineev and Samokh8

showed that the normal state may be unstable with respe
a helical MP structure if the product of the two differe
parity representations of the symmetry group contains a v
tor representation. The possible occurrence of MP states
to inhomogeneity of the order parameter in the Lark
Ovchinnikov-Fulde-Ferrel state was addressed in Refs. 9
MP states in two-dimensional superconductors, in wh
inversion symmetry is broken due to low dimension
ity, were studied by Gor’kov and Rashba.11 Finally, an in-
triguing prediction was made by Volkovet al.12,13 about the
possibility of generating a triplet condensate in mesosco
ferromagnet/singlet superconductor multilayers.

In this paper, we analyze MP SC states inbulk crystals
with inversion symmetryin zero magnetic field and describ
the possible experimental manifestation of the MP state
Pr(Os12xRux)4Sb12. We discuss the possibility of the rea
ization of a MP state in terms of Ginzburg-Landau~GL!
theory. We develop a weak-coupling formalism for MP sta
based on the generalized BCS approach.14 We obtain the
quasiparticle energy spectrum and show that it may be n
degenerate even if the triplet component isunitary. It is
shown that the gap function of the MP state in the stro
spin-orbit limit may haveline nodes, in contrast to bare trip-
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let states. The Gor’kov formalism is used to obtain the se
consistent equation of the gap function and to calculate
pseudospin carried by the SC electrons. A kink anomaly
the temperature dependence of the muon spin relaxation
is expected on the boundary between the bare triplet and
states.

II. GINSBURG-LANDAU MODEL

The explicit form of the GL functional can be establish
only if the transformation properties of the multidimension
order parameters with respect to the spatial symmetry tra
formations are known. Thus far, the symmetry of the ord
parameter in PrOs4Sb12 has not been determine
unambiguously.15 Also, the effects of multidimensionality o
the order parameter are beyond the scope of this paper. T
we adopt an effective one-component model which o
takes into account gauge, inversion and time reversal but
the crystallographic symmetry. We denote byh5uhueif1 the
nonvanishing component of the singlet order parameter
by j5ujueif2 that of the triplet order parameter. A homog
neous situation in zero magnetic field is considered in
following, so that the gradient terms ofh and j are ne-
glected. The GL potential is

F5a1@T2Tc1~x!#uhu21b1@T2Tc2~x!#uju21a2uhu4

1b2uju41c1uhu2uju21c2~h2j* 21h* 2j2!, ~1!

whereT is temperature andTc1,2(x) are concentration depen
dent transition temperatures for the singlet and triplet or
parameters, respectively. The latter can be roughly fitted
the experimental data1 as linear functionsTc1(x)5Ts@1
2a(12x)#, Tc2(x)5Tt(12bx) with Ts51.2 K, Tt
51.8 K, a51.07, andb51.03. The rest of the paramete
in Eq. ~1! are assumed to be undetermined constants.16

F can be immediately minimized with respect to the re
tive phaseDf5f12f2. Depending on the sign ofc2, the
following MP states are energetically favored

Df5p/2,3p/2, hj* 56 i uhuuju for c2.0, ~2a!

Df50,p, hj* 56uhuuju for c2,0. ~2b!
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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I. A. SERGIENKO PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 174502 ~2004!
The phase diagram of Eq. ~1! adapted for
Pr(Os12xRux)4Sb12 is shown in Fig. 1. If 4a2b2.(c1
22uc2u)2, one of the MP states~2! exists in the sector
bounded by two second-order transition lines

T~x!5
ca1Tc1~x!22a2b1Tc2~x!

ca122a2b1
~3!

on the singlet side and

T~x!5
2b2a1Tc1~x!2cb1Tc2~x!

2b2a12cb1
~4!

on the triplet side. If 4a2b2,(c122uc2u)2, the MP states~2!
do not minimizeF and a first-order phase transition betwe
the bare singlet and triplet states occurs at the line

T~x!5
a1Ab2Tc1~x!2b1Aa2Tc2~x!

a1Ab22b1Aa2

. ~5!

Phenomenologically, therefore, both types of the ph
diagram shown in Fig. 1 may occur with the same proba
ity in the sense that they are described by the same fou
order model~1!. Another doped system U12xThxBe13 is an
example in which the co-existence of two SC order para
eters is preferred to the first-order phase transit
scenario.17,18

III. GENERALIZED BCS APPROACH

A realistic description of superconductivity i
Pr(Os12xRux)4Sb12 should be based on a strong-coupli
approach which would incorporate the superconductiv
mechanism and coupling of SC electrons to the Os~Ru! ions.
However, at present even the superconductivity mechan
of pure PrOs4Sb12 remains vague. In this paper our goal is
elucidate the qualitative features of MP states rather tha
make quantitative predictions. Hence, we use the we
coupling approach, implicitly assuming that the main ing
dients of the theory, the band energy relative to the chem
potential «(k) and the pairing interaction matrix eleme
Vs1s2s3s4

(k,k8), depend on the Ru concentrationx.

FIG. 1. Sketch of the phase diagram of Pr(Os12xRux)4Sb12.
Solid lines represent a fit to the experimental data~Ref. 1!. The
other lines are calculated from the model~1!. ~a! Broken lines are
the boundaries of the MP state for 4a2b2.(c122uc2u)2 @See Eqs.
~3! and~4!#. ~b! Dash-dot line represents a first-order phase bou
ary for 4a2b2,(c122uc2u)2 @Eq. ~5!#.
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The generalized mean-field BCS Hamiltonian is14

H5(
k,s

«~k!aks
† aks1

1

2 (
k,s1 ,s2

@Ds1s2
~k!aks1

† a2ks2

†

2Ds1s2
* ~2k!a2ks1

aks2
#, ~6!

whereaks
† (aks) is the creation~annihilation! operator of an

electron with wave vectork and pseudospin19 s and the gap
function matrix is

Ds1s2
~k!52 (

k8,s3 ,s4

Vs2s1s3s4
~k,k8!^ak8s3

a2k8s4
&. ~7!

The gap function is conveniently parametrized by an ev
scalar functionc(k)5( ih ic i(k) for the singlet componen
and an odd vectorial functiond(k)5( ij idi(k) for the triplet
component. Herec i(k) anddi(k) are basis functions of the
irreducible representations of the point group andh i andj i
are the corresponding order parameters.14 In the MP state the
gap function takes the form

D̂ ~k!5@c~k!ŝ01d~k!ŝ# i ŝy , ~8!

where ŝ0 is the 232 unit matrix andŝ5(ŝx ,ŝy ,ŝz) are
the Pauli matrices.

The Bogoliubov transformation for the diagonalization
Eq. ~6! yields the quasiparticle energy spectrum

Ek65A«~k!21D6~k!2, ~9!

with two gapsD6(k) defined by

D6~k!25uc~k!u21ud~k!u26up~k!1q~k!u, ~10!

where two real vectorsp(k)5c(k)d* (k)1c* (k)d(k) and
q(k)5 i @d(k)3d* (k)# are introduced. They are orthogon
to each other, therefore

up~k!1q~k!u5Ap~k!21q~k!2. ~11!

Note that ifq(k)Þ0, i.e.,d(k) andd* (k) are not collinear,
thenp(k) is finite in the MP state.

It follows that the quasiparticle spectrum~9! is degenerate
only if p(k)5q(k)50. Such a state corresponds to Eq.~2a!.
It is not invariant with respect to time reversalK, but it
possesses a combined symmetry elementU1(p)IK, where
U1 is the gauge transformation andI is inversion. In a time
reversal invariant MP state, q(k)50 and p(k)
52uc(k)uud(k)u @see Eq.~2b!#. Then, the gap acquires th
form

D6~k!25~ uc~k!u6ud~k!u!2. ~12!

As follows from Eq.~10!, the gap of a MP state vanishe
if both singlet and triplet components have nodes, i
c(k)50 and ud(k)u25ud(k)3d* (k)u. In the strong spin-
orbit coupling limit,20 these nodes can be found only at is
lated points on the Fermi surface22,23 unless the Fermi sur
face crosses the boundary of the Brillouin zone.24 However,
D2 may have additionalline nodesif pÞ0, as illustrated by
the following example.

-
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MIXED-PARITY SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 174502 ~2004!
Keeping in mind the possible application
Pr(Os12xRux)4Sb12, we consider ap-wave state which may
arise underTh crystallographic symmetry. Time revers
symmetry is broken in the SC state of PrOs4Sb12.7 Here, for
the sake of simplicity, a time-reversal invariant admixture
s- andp-wave states is considered, in which the gap takes
simple form~12!. We can show that this simplification doe
not affect the main result, line nodes may exist for finiteq as
well.

Let us take ap-wave state belonging to the irreducib
representationTu of Th . This representation has two linear
independent sets of basis functions.15 Therefore, in general
one should take into account two order parameters of
same symmetry. We consider the state denoted (0,0,1) in
order parameter space.15 The MP gap function is given by

c~k!5h, d~k!5j1kxŷ1j2kyx̂, ~13!

whereh, j1, andj2 are theT andx dependent order param
eters.D2(k) vanishes at two lines defined by the equatio

uj1u2kx
21uj2u2ky

25uhu2. ~14!

The line nodes exist whileuhu<max(uj1u,uj2u). This condition
is obeyed close to the boundary with the bare triplet st
Figure 2 shows the line nodes on a unit spherical Fe
surface for uj1u.uj2u. Note that in this example the lin
nodes arenot remnants of line nodes of the singlet sta
which is fully gapped, but rather they appear due to a dis
tion of point nodes of the triplet component.

IV. GREEN’S FUNCTIONS AND GAP EQUATION

Beginning with the equations of motion for Heisenbe
operators, the Gor’kov equations25 for the normalGss8(k,t)
rm
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and anomalousFss8(k,t), Fss8
† (k,t) temperature Green’s

functions in the MP state are obtained in the usual way.26,27

The Green’s functions are defined as

Gss8~k,t!52^Tt$aks~t!aks8
†

~0!%&

Fss8~k,t!5^Tt$aks~t!a2ks8~0!%&

Fss8
†

~k,t!5^Tt$a2ks
† ~t!aks8

†
~0!%&, ~15!

whereTt is the imaginary time ordering operator. The Fo
rier transform is Â(k,t)5T(nÂ(k,vn)e2 ivnt, where Â

stands forĜ, F̂, or F̂†; T is temperature andvn5pT(2n
11) is the Matsubara frequency for fermions.

The resulting Gor’kov equations for the Fourier tran
forms are

@ ivn2«~k!#Ĝ~k,vn!1D̂ ~k!F̂†~k,vn!5ŝ0 ,

@ ivn1«~k!#F̂†~k,vn!1D̂†~k!Ĝ~k,vn!50. ~16!

They are solved by

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Line nodes in the SC gap of the time
reversal invariant admixture ofs- and p-wave states~13! for uj1u
.uj2u. ~a! uhu,uj2u; ~b! uhu5uj2u; ~c! uj2u,uhu,uj1u.
Ĝ~k,vn!5
2@vn

21«~k!21uc~k!u21ud~k!u2#ŝ01@p~k!1q~k!#ŝ

~vn
21Ek1

2 !~vn
21Ek2

2 !
@ ivn1«~k!#,

F̂~k,vn!5
@vn

21«~k!21uc~k!u21ud~k!u2#D̂~k!2up~k!1q~k!uV̂~k!

~vn
21Ek1

2 !~vn
21Ek2

2 !
, ~17!
ture
out
where

V̂~k!5
d~k!p~k!ŝ01@c~k!p~k!1 iq~k!3d~k!#ŝ

up~k!1q~k!u ~ i ŝy!.

~18!

The denominator introduced in the definition ofV̂(k) allows
one to put the self-consistent gap equation in a concise fo
Using Eqs.~7!, ~15!, and~17! one obtains

Ds1s2
~k!52 (

k8,s3 ,s4

Vs2s1s3s4
~k,k8!Fs3s4

~k8,T!, ~19!
.

where

F̂~k,T!5
D̂ ~k!1V̂~k!

4Ek1
tanhS Ek1

2T D
1

D̂~k!2V̂~k!

4Ek2
tanhS Ek2

2T D . ~20!

V. MUON SPIN ROTATION IN MIXED-PARITY STATES

mSR measurements are widely used to reveal the na
of a SC state as they provide invaluable information ab
2-3
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I. A. SERGIENKO PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 174502 ~2004!
the distribution of the local magnetic fieldH. There are sev-
eral possible sources of internal magnetic fields in superc
ductors. They include magnetic moments of localized sta
two-dimensional imperfections such as domain walls and
surface,14,22 and magnetic moment of Cooper pairs. Sigr
and Rice17 showed that the latter contribution always va
ishes in singlet pairing states, and it is nonvanishing in b
triplet states only ifq(k)Þ0. The zero-fieldmSR spectra are
usually fitted using of the Kubo-Toyabe function28

g~ t !5 1
3 1 2

3 ~12d2t2!exp~2 1
2 d2t2!, ~21!

where t is time and the relaxation rated is proportional to
A^H2&. The temperature dependence ofd in the MP states
can be obtained using the Green’s functions~17!.

A calculation of the actual magnetic moment with stro
spin-orbit coupling requires detailed knowledge of the el
tronic band structure. At every pointk in momentum space
the operatorsaks

† andaks can be expressed as linear com
nations of Bloch sums consisting of orbital and spin parts
the calculation of the magnetic moment, a quadratic form
the coefficients of this transformation will be an addition
factor in the summand of the resulting expression~23! ~see
below!. However, the qualitative features ofd(T) may be
discerned by calculating the average pseudospin of the C
per pairs.19 The pseudospin operator is defined as

Sx5
1

2 (
k

~ak⇑
† ak⇓1ak⇓

† ak⇑!,

Sy5
i

2 (
k

~2ak⇑
† ak⇓1ak⇓

† ak⇑!,

Sz5
1

2 (
k

~ak⇑
† ak⇑2ak⇓

† ak⇓!, ~22!
d

le

,

g

y

H
R.
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where the indices⇑ and ⇓ denote the pseudo-spin-up an
pseudo-spin-down states, respectively. Using Eqs.~15!, ~17!,
and ~22!, and the oddness ofp(k), one obtains the averag
pseudospin of the Cooper pairs,

S~T!5(
k

«~k!q~k!

up~k!1q~k!u F tanh~Ek2/2T!

4Ek2
2

tanh~Ek1/2T!

4Ek1
G .

~23!

Hence, as in the case of a bare triplet state,S(T) vanishes if
q(k)50. If the bare triplet state is nonunitary@q(k)Þ0#
then, as follows from Eq.~23!, the temperature dependenc
of d has a kink at the point of the bare triplet-to-MP pha
transition with a discontinuity indd/dT proportional to
dp(k)2/dT.

VI. SUMMARY

Using a GL-type model, we showed that a MP SC st
can be stable in a finite region of theT-x phase diagram of
Pr(Os12xRux)4Sb12. The phase transitions from the bare si
glet and triplet states to the MP state are second order.
general formalism describing the MP states within BCS
proach is developed. The quasiparticle energy spectrum
degenerate only ifp(k)5q(k)50. The gap in the MP state
can have line nodes in strong spin-orbit coupling limit
p(k)Þ0. Normal and anomalous Green’s functions and
self-consistent gap equation are obtained. The MP state
be experimentally indicated by line nodes in the gap of
quasiparticle spectrum and a kink inmSR relaxation rate
d(T).
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